Connection oriented quality-of-service (QoS) based networks offer several service classes each designed to handle connections supporting various types of applications. A network failure will typically result in a large number of disrupted connections in each service class, all of which need to be restored simultaneously. In this paper we propose a distributed fault recovery priority scheme for dynamic restoration of connections. The proposed scheme exploits available network resources immediately after a failure together with properties of typical applications carried by the connections in order to give the applications sufficient network performance. The scheme is formulated within the context of switched virtual circuit routing in ATM networks, but it is applicable to ATM virtual path restoration as well and to other class based QoS networks like DiffServ MPLS based networks. The priority based restoration scheme is formulated as a centralized path flow integer programming optimization problem serving as a comparison benchmark for suboptimal distributed schemes. We propose a distributed heuristic scheme and give numerical results illustrating the quality of the proposed distributed scheme in comparison to the centralized optimal approach. Our numerical results show that the proposed distributed scheme can significantly improve utilization of network resources and enhance network performance after a failure. q
Introduction
With the widespread use of telecommunications networks and society's growing dependence upon the exchange of information, the need for reliable communication service has become increasingly important. Several highly publicized outages have illustrated that disruption of communication services is very costly to businesses, governments and the general public. Note that typical causes of service outages are equipment failures, software bugs, accidents (e.g. fiber cable cut), incorrect maintenance, natural disasters and sabotage. Since many of the causes of service outages are outside the control of network service providers, there has been growing interest in the analysis and design of networks that are survivable. Providing survivability in a network consists of provisioning sufficient spare capacity and diversity in the network along with implementing traffic restoration mechanisms to enable fault recovery via rerouting of traffic in the event of a failure. The topic of traffic restoration in connection oriented wide area networks has received attention of late with work on the physical layer [1 -5] , logical layer [6 -9] and virtual circuit layer [10 -13] appearing in the literature.
In Refs. [1, 2] the restoration problem is studied for SONET-technology and WDM, respectively. This work focus on providing spare capacity in the forms of rings ensuring short restoration time. In Refs. [3, 4] the authors study the capacity assignment problem for fault recovery using digital cross connect systems focusing on high efficiency. In Ref. [5] a ring-to-mesh evolution scheme for restoration of connections is given showing how mesh networks can realize ring-like speed with mesh-like efficiency. The associated traffic restoration procedure in Refs. [1 -5] consists of determining the routes around a ring or the cross connect route through the network.
At the logical layer several restoration algorithms have been proposed [6 -9] . These algorithms differ by how the locus of rerouting and the rerouting scheme are specified. The locus of rerouting determines which of the network nodes in the route of a failed path is responsible for rerouting. For example, the node adjacent to a failed link can be responsible for rerouting, or the source node of the path can decide a new route. The responsible node must pick a new route for the failed path. Several rerouting schemes have been proposed ranging from the pre-selection of disjoint backup routes to a dynamic search for routes. Suggestions for how to utilize pre-selected backups include methods for reserving capacity along the backups, and methods for conducting a dynamic search for capacity over a group of pre-selected backups.
Restoration at the virtual circuit layer has been focused on routing after a failure [10 -13] . In Ref. [10] the effects of locus of reroute, reroute timing among affected source nodes and retry policies are investigated. In Ref. [11] the authors consider several routing algorithms and how they perform during the transient congestion period immediately after a failure. A pre-planned source routing fault recovery scheme is suggested in Ref. [12] . In Ref. [13] we perform an initial investigation of prioritized dynamic restoration of virtual circuits. This paper extends the work of Jaeger and Tipper [13] by introducing a centralized path flow optimization problem formulation together with multiple workload combinations for centralized and distributed implementations.
Our scheme is targeted at virtual circuit restoration, hence we presents some arguments for why restoration at the virtual circuit layer is needed. First, virtual circuit layer restoration is a cost efficient way to provide restoration capabilities in cases where restoration at lower layers is considered to be too costly either because extra equipment is needed or because the virtual circuits span networks of several providers with different restoration capabilities. Second, virtual circuit layer restoration can restore connections that cannot be restored by lower layers since lower layers restore bundles of virtual circuits as one unit and there might not be sufficient spare capacity for restoration of the unit as a whole. Third, failures originating at the virtual circuit layer can only be restored at the virtual circuit layer or layers above, and fourth, restoration priorities for individual virtual circuits are possible. Therefore a multilayer fault recovery procedure is needed wherein a procedure for virtual circuit restoration is possible in case lower layer restoration is not available, or cannot address a particular failure.
One aspect of fault recovery at the logical-and the virtual circuit layer that has been ignored is the ordering of virtual paths and virtual circuits for rerouting. To illustrate this problem we consider an arbitrary wide area ATM network that uses source node routing of the Virtual Circuits (VCs). In source node routing, each network node maintains a database of the network topology, and determines the route through the network for all VCs originating at the node. The PNNI routing scheme developed by the ATM Forum for switched VC routing within a peer group adopts this approach [18] . In the event of a failure we assume that all the virtual circuits using the failed device are disrupted and need to be reconnected if possible. The source nodes for the VCs that were traversing the failed device are responsible for restoration of the affected virtual circuits, as is discussed in the ATM Forum. A failure will typically result in several nodes being sources for affected virtual circuits with each having many virtual circuits to simultaneously restore, possibly in the order of tens of thousands. The way in which the VCs are processed will determine in part, if a connection is restored, the duration of the restoration process for each connection, and the quality-of-service (QoS) received by applications during restoration and immediately after the restoration.
After a failure the reconnection of the virtual circuits takes place only after a time delay that consists of the time to detect the failure and set alarms, the time to disseminate knowledge of the failure to the fault recovery mechanism, and the time to reroute and setup the connection. During the restoration time cells will be lost from the disrupted VCs and depending on the application they may require retransmission from the source. Note that a dropped cell may trigger a packet retransmission at a higher level in the protocol stack causing the number of retransmitted cells to be larger then the number dropped. The dropped cells in need of retransmission create a backlog at the traffic source that may result in congestion in the network. In Ref. [23] it is shown that the dominant factor on network performance immediately after a failure is the transient congestion caused by retransmission of lost cells. Further, in Ref. [23] it is pointed out that since many VCs needs to be restored simultaneously, congestion control schemes are not entirely effective in preventing congestion. The importance of transient congestion after failures has been noted in other contexts as well (e.g. SS7 networks) [26 -28] . Therefore traffic restoration techniques should incorporate techniques to reduce the transient congestion.
In this paper we propose a distributed fault recovery priority scheme for dynamic restoration of connections. The proposed scheme attempts to give the application sufficient network performance by exploiting available network resources after a failure, while considering the nature of applications in terms of whether they retransmit lost data or not, how long an acceptable disruption period is, and the amount of bandwidth required. The scheme involves both assignment of priorities among ATM service categories, and a strategy for ordering and rerouting VCs within each service category. This is based in part on our work on fault recovery routing [11, 21] , where it is shown that rerouting has a significant impact on network congestion after a failure. Further, we formulate a path flow Integer Programming (IP) optimization problem for multi-service category based networks such as ATM. Solution of the optimization problem provides a priority connection acceptance or rejection decision and the selection of restoration paths for restored connections. In this problem formulation we show how to impose either absolute-or relative-priorities among the service categories. Absolute priorities are obtained by decomposing the IP-problem by service category, where as, relative priorities are obtained by selecting appropriate weight factors and link cost formulas for the routing algorithms. This optimal approach requires a centralized node with a global knowledge of the network to perform the optimization. Centralized control is not recommended in the ATM standards due to scalability and reachability problems [14] . Also, the problem is NP hard, which means that exact solutions can only be found for small networks. However, finding the optimal results for appropriately selected networks is useful as a benchmark to compare with the results found by our heuristic distributed scheme. Numerical results are presented for a default distributed scheme using no priorities, our proposed distributed priority scheme, and the centralized optimization based priority scheme. The numerical results clearly show how priority based restoration can improve network performance after failures. It should be noted, that while both the distributed and optimization based schemes are formulated within the context of switched VCs, they are applicable to virtual path (VP) restoration as well and to other class based QoS networks like DiffServ or IntServ MPLS based networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2. We present a discussion of ATM service categories and retransmission of lost cells. Section 3 discusses the timing of the fault recovery process. In Section 4 the ordering of VCs for processing at a source node is discussed. Section 5 presents the formulation of the priority restoration problem as an integer programming optimization problem, and in Section 6 we describe the proposed distributed priority VC processing scheme. Section 7 presents numerical results comparing the performance of the schemes. Lastly in Section 8 we summarize our conclusions.
Service categories and cell retransmission
One of the primary benefits of ATM networks is that they can provide users with a guaranteed network performance. To do this, the user must inform the network upon connection setup of the requirements of the connection by specifying a set of parameters describing the traffic presented to the network, and a set of parameters describing the QoS required from the network. The traffic descriptors specified by the connection are the peak-cell-rate (PCR), sustained-cell-rate (SCR) and maximum burst size (MBS). The QoS parameters requested from the network by the users include cell loss rate (CLR), cell transfer delay (CTD), and cell delay variation (CDV) as appropriate. ATM networks offer a specific set of service categories each with a mix of QoS parameters. Upon connection setup the user specifies the traffic requirements for the connection and selects a category which supports the QoS requirements needed. A setup message is sent from source to destination containing traffic and QoS-parameters causing resources to be allocated along the path. An ATM connection that is set up with specified traffic descriptors constitutes a traffic contract between the user and the network. The network offers the type of QoS guarantee appropriate to the service category, as long as the user keeps the traffic on the connection within the range defined by the traffic parameters. The service categories supported by ATM networks are defined in Ref. [16] , and specified in detail by the ATM Forum [17] as Constant-Bit-Rate (CBR), real-time Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR), non-real-time Variable Bit Rate (nrt-VBR), Available Bit Rate (ABR), and Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR).
In case of a network failure all cells are lost for the duration of the restoration period causing service disruption ranging from ms to several seconds and beyond depending of the type of failure and the restoration strategy chosen. For some applications the lost cells must be retransmitted causing an additional load on the network. Studies have shown [23] that this additional load is the reason for buffer overflow at both the source node switch and at the buffers of other nodes along the path to the destination. Hence, it is important to consider how the various applications supported by each service category handle retransmission of dropped cells.
CBR and rt-VBR applications. The CBR and rt-VBR categories both have identical timing requirements (CTD and CDV), and are suited for real-time applications. Under normal operation it is assumed that the CLR is sufficiently small to be ignored by the applications. Applications in these categories are not likely to retransmit lost cells since they will be of little or no value for the applications. The rt-VBR category differ from CBR by requiring applications to specify SCR and MBS to allow statistical multiplexing (see Table 1 ).
nrt-VBR applications. The nrt-VBR category has CTD guarantees but no guarantees regarding CDV making it suitable for response-time-critical data applications. For these applications all cells are vital, and lost cells are retransmitted. Under normal operation this category guarantees a low CLR, which means that retransmission of these cells does not place any significant additional burden on the network. In case of a failure all cells lost during the restoration period must be retransmitted putting an extra load on the network. Since this additional traffic load is caused by a network failure (i.e. the user is not at fault), it behoves network provider to carry this traffic in a timely fashion minimizing the impact on applications.
ABR applications. Under normal operation, the CLR is low since the sources adjust cell flow in response to network congestion as indicated by control information. Lost cells are normally retransmitted causing no significant extra burden on the network. Upon a network failure, the sources are notified of the network unavailability by the missing control-cells. The application is then expected to temporarily stop transmitting until the restoration procedure is completed.
UBR applications. The UBR category has no QoS requirements. Both under normal and failure operation lost cells are expected to be valuable for the application and retransmitted. However, since the application itself typically is running in a private environment, which normally is not a multi-service environment, all retransmissions are handled by the applications within that environment. In case applications use the UBR category in environments supporting multi-services, the network will not give any QoS guarantees for these applications, and it will try to serve their traffic in a best effort manner. This will cause a large number of cells to be dropped in the event of a failure since there is no traffic contract and no feedback mechanisms. Table 1 summarizes the ATM service categories, traffic descriptors appropriate to each category, QoS parameters, and whether retransmission of dropped cells is likely to occur.
Timing considerations
A network failure causes a service outage until the failed component is fixed or until the traffic is restored around the failure. How long outage time that is acceptable varies with the type of application, the protocol used, and the protocol settings. Some applications within telemedicine, real-time control systems and military systems depend upon uninterruptable service and need 100% restoration as quickly as possible. Other applications such as telephony and data transactions need 100% restoration but can tolerate outage periods of several seconds. Another group of applications is the one used largely for entertainment purposes that can tolerate outage times in the order of minutes. A detailed study of the impact of various outage times on different types of services in existing networks with segregated transport of each service type has been performed by Sosnosky [22] . The four major restoration time targets found were: (1) 50 ms to , 200 ms; potential voiceband disconnects, trigger changeover of signaling links, (2) 200 ms to , 2 sec; may drop voiceband calls depending on channel bank vintage, (3) 2 sec to , 10 sec; calldropping (all circuit switched services), potential packet disconnects (X.25), potential data session timeouts, and (4) 10 sec to , 5 min; packet (X.25) disconnects, data session timeouts. Restoration times above 5 min are termed undesirable due to the social and business impacts it will cause. Thus, the required restoration time varies for each type of service in existing networks. ATM restoration schemes should restore connections within the same thresholds for similar services to provide service continuity when integrated with existing networks. CBR and rt-VBR being suitable for real-time applications like voice and video with CTD and CDV requirement should be restored in a short time (within 2 s). The same applies to nrt-VBR connections since they are suitable for response-time critical applications with CTD requirements. ABR and UBR connections being mainly intended for data applications with limited QoS requirements would accept longer outage times.
In studying the timing of fault recovery it is useful to consider a single VC traversing multiple switches in an ATM network. The access switch next to the calling party is denoted as the source switch, and the last switch of a connection is denoted as the destination switch since it is next to the called party. Consider a link between two intermediate switches along the VC path. We denote the neighboring switches of the link as the upstream and downstream switches, where the upstream switch is in the direction of source switch, and the downstream switch is the one closest to the destination switch.
The general reconnection mechanism specified by the ATM Forum works as follows: when the downstream switch of a failed link detects the failure, it sends a failure message downstream to the destination switch. The destination switch sends a failure message back to the corresponding source switch of the connection via a signaling connection. The source switch then release resources allocated to failed connections, finds alternative routes, and sets up new connections along the routes. An estimate of the time to complete the restoration can be found by considering each step of the restoration process for a single VC, namely: Detection of a failure, Notification of the failure to nodes responsible for restoration, Identification of failed connections, Selection of new paths for failed connections, and Establishment of connections along the new paths (DeNISE) [4, 15] . We briefly discuss each in turn below. Detection Time. The detection time varies considerably depending on the type of failure that occurs (e.g. fiber cut, line card, software, etc.). For the specific case of a physical layer failure, the failure is detected by the downstream switch and reported to the local ATM Layer Management. The reporting of a physical layer failure to the ATM layer occurs within an unspecified vendor specific time period [19] with a typical value reported from measurement studies of 1 s. There is a variation in the detection time at the physical layer as well. For example, the ATM Forum calls for detection of loss-of-signal within 100 ms and for loss-offrame within 3 ms.
Notification Time. Upon detecting the link failure the local ATM Layer Management notifies the other switches along the path downstream towards the destination switch by using the dedicated Fault Management operation-andmaintenance (OAM) cells called alarm-indication-signal (AIS) cells. According to ATM Forum specifications, within 250 ms after the destination switch has received the AIS cells, the switch generates a remote-defect-indication (RDI) OAM cell that is sent upstream to the source switch. This notification is used to trigger the dynamic rerouting process in each source switch and other failure dependent operations. Typically the RDI signal must persist for a certain vendor specific time before the source switch considers a failure to have occurred. Note that each disrupted VC within a source node receives the RDI-cells at different points of time since the distance from the source to the destination generally varies for each VC, and the signaling might use connections of varying length and speed.
Identification Time. The time to identify disrupted connections within a source node is insignificant since AIS and RDI cells are sent for each individual disrupted VC.
Path Selection Time. When a source switch is notified of a disrupted VC it releases all resources allocated to the disrupted VC and tries to select a new route for the VC. In ATM PNNI routing each switch maintains a topology database containing the cost of using each link in the network. Also, to speed up the routing computation each node typically maintains a pre-computed set of alternative paths between itself and the other network nodes. The set of alternative paths is determined from the topology of the network and is usually restricted by a hop count limit. The link cost database is updated periodically with each node notifying the other nodes of its current cost using a flooding approach. In addition, asynchronous updating of the link cost occurs whenever link utilization changes by an amount exceeding a predefined threshold. Based on the cost of each individual link the path can be calculated as the sum of the link cost on the route. The ATM Forum does not specify any standard routing algorithm, thus it is up to the vendor to select which algorithm to use for each class or network situation.
In Refs. [11, 21] we studied the behavior of four different routing algorithms for fault recovery within a connection oriented packet switched network and their effects on network performance in terms of call blocking, demand restored, route selection and the transient network congestion. The routing schemes considered were as follows.
1. Minimum Delay (MD) routing use a link cost proportional to the derivative of the link queueing delay based on an M/M/1 type model as discussed in Ref. [24] .
B ' is the total capacity of link ' of which a residual capacity R ' is available after the failure for restoration purposes. L denote the ordered set of directed links l in the network. 2. Minimum Hop (MH) routing uses a load independent constant link cost equal to the hop count [11] . The MH approach results in the number of nodes directly handling rerouted connections being minimized since the restoration paths are as short as possible. Thus MH attempts to isolate and restrict the physical area of the congestion occurring due to rerouting.
3. Load Distribution Among Paths (LDAP) uses the negative of the residual capacity as the link cost, resulting in selecting the route with the maximum residual bandwidth [11] . The LDAP approach distributes the potential congestion among the various links in the network in order not to degrade the performance seriously at any particular link.
4. Load Distribution among Primary Links (LDPL) is an alternate approach to load distribution that focuses on balancing the load on all links leading out of a source node, such links are called primary links. The link cost on the outgoing links of a source node is defined as inversely proportional to the residual capacity on the link, downstream link costs are a load independent cost as in the minimum hop scheme. The cost formula proposed for links out of source nodeŝ k and the remaining network links [11] is defined as
wheres ' is the source node of each link ': It was shown in Refs. [11, 21] that each algorithm has advantages over the others depending on the network load and which performance parameters (length of congestion period,% demand restored, call blocking, etc.) one want to emphasize. The computational time used by a source node to select new paths is expected to be on the order of ms per VC, based on the measurements given in Ref. [20] .
Establishment of VC Time (setup time).
The re-establishment of a VC is accomplished using the same mechanisms as when setting up a new connection. A setup message containing the destination address and the desired traffic and QoS-parameters is sent along the minimum cost path. The Connection Admission Control (CAC) procedure at each switch along the path allocates resources for the call, forwards the message to the next switch if sufficient resources were available, or sends a crank-back message back towards the source switch in order to try to find another route. Upon receiving a crank-back message, each intermediate switch releases previously allocated resources. The call will be rejected if no alternative route with sufficient resources can be found. If the network and the destination accept the call, a connection acceptance message is sent back to the source and the VC begins working. One can see that the VC setup time is a largely a function of the number of hops traversed.
Ordering of connections
An interesting issue arises in fault recovery routing that does not occur in normal network operation, namely that each source switch will typically have many VCs within each service category that needs to be rerouted all at once. Since after a failure the total resources of the network are reduced, the network might not be able to restore all disrupted connections. Further, the diversity among service categories and the applications they support motivates a scheduling scheme among categories and connections. Consequently the network must decide which of the connections to disconnect, and for the ones that can be restored the order of restoration must be determined. This can be done on two levels; on the service category level and/or on the individual connection level. Our initial studies in Ref. [13] shows that the processing order of disrupted VCs will affect; the routes selected, the connection blocking, the time used to reconnect a specific VC, and the length of the total restoration period.
Basically there are two ways for a source node to process service categories and the disrupted VCs within each category; either sequentially or in parallel. When doing it sequentially each disrupted VC is connected or rejected before the next one is processed. The local link cost database is updated after restoring each VC. When all VCs within a category are processed the VCs in the next category are handled. Whereas, in the parallel approach each source node selects new paths for all disrupted VCs in all categories, then setup messages are sent out for these VCs as quickly as possible. The link cost database is updated after restoring all VCs in all categories.
If the sequential method is adopted the order in which the VCs are processed can be done in several ways, here we consider two: (1) sorting the VCs by increasing amount of bandwidth (i.e. demand), and (2) sorting the VCs by decreasing amount of bandwidth. The first approach is expected to give the lowest call blocking rate, the second approach is expected to maximize the demand restored. This is confirmed by our results reported in Ref. [11] . The drawback of the sequential approach is the restoration time that is nearly a linear function of the number of disrupted VCs needing restoration at a source node.
In order to reduce the setup time parts of the restoration can be parallelized. For example the setup messages for all disrupted VCs can be distributed as fast as possible in an almost simultaneous manner. The source switch then handles the corresponding replies from the destination switches in a first-come-first-serve order. A similar approach for restoration at the DCS cross connect level in circuit switched networks is discussed in Ref. [22] , where it is noted that there are many practical implementation hurdles in parallel recovery schemes. Note, that under heavy loading conditions many failed setup attempts occur since the source nodes have inaccurate link cost information, extending the restoration time possibly to the extent that no gain in restoration time is achieved compared to the sequential approach.
Here, we use the sequential method since in current ATM standards signaling for parallel VC setup is not standardized. Also, the sequential method will have better call acceptance and route selection behavior since link costs updates may occur during the restoration.
The optimal traffic restoration problem
During fault recovery the network needs to restore many virtual circuits simultaneously. Here we formulate an optimization problem to determine whether to restore or block a disrupted VC and the restoration route for restored VCs. The problem can be modeled as a special case of a multi-commodity flow problem in a connection oriented packet switched network. A general discussion on multicommodity flow problems can be found in Ref. [25] . Consider an arbitrary network represented by the two tuple G ¼ ðN; LÞ where N is the ordered set of nodes and L is the ordered set of directed links. The set of service categories supported by the network is denoted by C: Let K c denote the ordered set of disrupted VCs of category c: Each VC k of K c defines a separate indivisible commodity with source node s k c [ N; destination node d k c [ N, and a demand of b k c units of equivalent bandwidth. For each VC k of category c; let P k c denote the ordered set of directed paths j [ P k c from the source node s k c to the destination node d k c : Note that the path set considered for restoration between a source and destination node might be smaller than the set of all possible paths between the same two nodes in order to reduce the search space and to enable the network to fulfill end-to-end QoS requirements. Typically the path set is restricted by a hop count limit on the paths. Each link ' [ L has a source nodes ' [ N; a destination noded ' [ N; and a residual capacity R ' : In general a certain portion of the bandwidth g ' of each link ' may be reserved for control traffic and to absorb fluctuations in traffic. Thus the usable free capacity for restoration purposes is equal to R ' 2 g ' : We define two binary decision variables y k c j and x k c as follows: ( )
The path-selection variable y k c j specifies the path j on which VC k of category c is routed. Since it might be the case that there is not enough available capacity to restore all of the disrupted VCs, the rejection variable x k c for VC k of category c is defined. Let the cost of routing VC k of category c on path j be W k c j ; let the cost of rejecting VC k of category c be O k c : Then the problem of selecting a route for each disrupted VC can be formulated as:
In the objective function (5) the first term is the cost of choosing the jth path for VC k of category c; while the second term is the cost of rejecting VC k of category c: We define link indicator functions d ' k c j ¼ 1 if the jth path for VC k of category c uses link '; d ' k c j ¼ 0 otherwise. The formulation above has a simple constraint structure since we consider paths (instead of links). There is a single constraint (6) for each VC k of each category c that states that a VC is either routed on a path j [ P k c or rejected. Also, there is a constraint (7) for each link ' [ L which states that the sum of the demands of the VCs passing through the link cannot exceed the available capacity R ' 2 g ' of the link. The last set of constraints (8) ensures that only one route is chosen for a VC and that a VC is either rejected or restored.
The formulation of the optimization problem above allows us to consider various restoration scenarios by specifying appropriate path, link, and rejection costs. Here we define the path cost W k c j as the sum of link costs along the path. The general formula is given by:
The link cost M ' c varies according to the routing algorithm adopted for each service category c, here we utilize the link cost forms discussed in Section 3. Note that the routing algorithm selected will implicitly impose loose priorities among the categories. The implicit nature of the priority scheme is illustrated in Table 2 which shows the range of the path cost of the four routing schemes described in Section 3 assuming normalized link capacities (to 1), maximum link utilization equal to R ' 2 g ' ¼ 0:9; and a hop count limit of four for an arbitrary network with diameter four.
From the table we see that path costs calculated by LDAP will give the lowest cost since the values are negative. Connections with path costs calculated by MH are preferred over MD and LDPL connections for the same path since MD and LDPL takes the link imposition g ' into consideration. Between MD and LDPL, LDPL will be preferred over MD for the same path. The optimization problem does not give strict prioritization among categories since the cost ranges may overlap. Clearly if the ranges does not overlap the problem reduces to a separate optimization problem for each category.
In addition to the path cost W k c j , the cost O k c for rejecting kth VC of category c can be specified in several ways. If the rejection cost is large for all VCs of all categories then VCs will be rejected only when there is no way to reroute all VCs under the constraints (7). On the other hand, if the rejection cost of a category is too small, then all VCs in that category will be rejected. Note that the problem formulation above is developed from the formulation developed in our paper [11] in which all VCs were assumed to belong to a single category.
A distributed priority restoration scheme
Given the preceding discussion we propose the following simple distributed priority scheme to be implemented at each source node: (1) strict ordering among service categories; (2) a specific routing scheme for restoration within each category; and (3) a specific rule for ordering of VCs for restoration processing within each service category. We revisit the ATM service categories to specify and justify the scheme. The scheme is summarized in Table 3 . Note that we have not included the UBR category as it is intended for a private LAN environment. † nrt-VBR: Since the nrt-VBR category is designed for applications requiring short response time, low cell loss and retransmission of lost cells, this category is given the highest restoration priority among the service categories. Within this category the MH-scheme is used for rerouting since it has the shortest Path Selection Time, which will minimize the number of cells dropped. Further, in order to restore the maximum number of disrupted VCs, the VCs are restored in increasing order of bandwidth. † CBR: The CBR category is designed for real-time applications that do not retransmit lost cells. It is assumed that a short service interruption is acceptable while the nrt-VBR connections are being restored giving CBR applications the second highest restoration priority among the categories. With no retransmissions the behavior is similar to steady state behavior. Consequently we adopt the MD-scheme for rerouting in this category since it is optimal under steady state network conditions. Moreover, in order to restore the maximum amount of demand the VCs are restored in a decreasing order of bandwidth. Note that, since CBR is expected to support telephony with its relatively low service outage requirement [22] it is given priority over rt-VBR. † rt-VBR: This category is designed for real-time applications which do not retransmit lost cells, and the same reasoning as for CBR regarding retransmissions applies. This category is given the third highest priority among categories and MD routing is adopted for restoration along with processing the VCs in decreasing order of bandwidth. † ABR: The ABR category is designed for applications that can adapt to changing network performance. Hence, the number of dropped cells should be small. Furthermore, since it has no real-time requirements it is recommended to have the lowest restoration priority among service categories. The LDAP-scheme is used for rerouting since this scheme distributes the congestion over the set of available paths and results in lower call blocking. The VCs are restored in increasing order of bandwidth to the maximize number of restored VCs.
Numerical examples
In this section we presents the results of numerical studies to illustrate the effectiveness of using the priority scheme, and we discuss the network performance metrics used. The performance metrics are; the outage time, the total number of cells lost, the percentage of VCs blocked, and the percentage of disrupted demand restored. Before discussing the experiments we look at the performance metrics in more detail.
Outage Time. The outage time for a VC is the sum of the detection, notification, identification, route selection, and establishment times as discussed in Section 3. The average outage times for all reconnected VCs are reported here.
Cells Lost. The number of cells lost for a VC is estimated by calculating the number of cells lost during the outage time. It is a function of the outage time and the traffic parameters PCR, SCR and MBS for which values are available. The nrt-VBR traffic is generated according to a Markov Modulated Poisson Processes (MMPP) model for which ATM Forum specifies a general formula to calculate the number of cells sent over a time interval [18] . A deterministic process generates the CBR traffic. For CBR the number of cells lost is the cell rate times the outage time. The rt-VBR traffic is generated by a Poisson process, for which the number of cells lost is the SCR times the outage time. Note that the number of cells lost calculated above is a lower bound because a potentially large number of cells will be dropped by switches along the restoration paths during the transient congestion period occurring immediately after establishment of new connections as discussed in Section 1. The additional cells dropped also need to be retransmitted, adding a positive feedback to the source. Thus the actual number of cells lost is at least as high as the number calculated here.
Call Blocking and Demand Restored. These traditional survivability metrics are useful to characterize the network performance when the network is not able to restore all disrupted connections (due to capacity limitations).
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed distributed priority scheme, we compared it with the default distributed method where no priority scheme is being used; i.e. disrupted VCs are processed for restoration in a random order. As discussed in Section 1 a useful benchmark for comparison is to use a centralized manager to find the optimal routes and rejections. Two schemes are used for benchmark purposes; one optimizing restoration of disrupted VCs in one category at a time, and another optimizing over all categories and all disrupted VCs. We studied a sample network and calculated the metrics discussed above for the following four restoration schemes.
(1) Distributed Random Scheme: use no priorities, i.e.
random ordering for restoration of all disrupted connections is used. MD routing was used for path selection since it is optimal under steady state conditions and likely to be used if dedicated fault recovery routing is not applied. (2) Proposed Distributed Priority Scheme: the scheme of Table 3 was implemented using strict priorities among Table 3 with connection acceptance/rejection and path selection being determined exhaustively for all disrupted VCs within a category. That is, all possible restoration paths are tried for all possible orderings/rejections of all disrupted VC's. Thus, the connection acceptance/ rejection and path selection are found by solving the optimization problem (5) - (8) one category at a time.
The optimization problem is first solved for disrupted VCs in the nrt-VBR category using MH routing, after which the centralized link cost database is updated. Then the problem is solved for the disrupted CBR VCs using MD routing and the link cost database is updated again, before proceeding likewise for the remaining service categories. (4) Optimum over All Categories Benchmark Scheme: use loose priorities for both categories and connections by assigning a different routing scheme to each category as specified in Table 3 . The optimization problem (5) Numerical experiments comparing the four restoration schemes described above were conducted using the network with lNl ¼ 10 nodes and lLl ¼ 42 directed links shown in Fig. 1 . The connectivity of the topology measured by the average node degree is 4.2, which is in the range of many existing networks. A C-program model of the network was developed. The fault recovery schemes were implemented in the network model both in a distributed fashion with each node maintaining a local link cost database for schemes 1 and 2, and with a centralized manager with a centralized link cost database for schemes 3 and 4. For schemes 3 and 4, the restoration routes found by the centralized manager were downloaded into the source nodes in order to perform the establishment step reconnecting the disrupted VCs. A hop count limit of five nodes (four links) was used in the model to restrict the number of feasible paths and to speed up route selection. We let tðHÞ denote the time it takes to reconnect a VC over a path with H switch-hops. In our calculations we use measurements from Ref. [20] where tð2Þ ¼ 395; tð3Þ ¼ 535; tð4Þ ¼ 619; and tð5Þ ¼ 669; all in ms. In the calculations a link capacity equal to OC-3 rate was used. A maximum steady-state link utilization threshold of 0.9 was used for all links and VCs were rejected if no route could be found without exceeding utilization the threshold. A sample set of results with nrt-VBR, CBR and rt-VBR traffic are reported here for two load scenarios: LITE load with average link utilization of 0.3 before the failure, and HEAVY load with average link utilization of 0.7 before the failure. For each load case a total of 10 experiments were conducted, in each individual experiment enough VCs were setup to create the desired average link utilization (<600 and 1600 VCs on average for the LITE and HEAVY load, respectively). Each VC was set up by first selecting a source-destination pair randomly, then, a random service category was selected before a demand was picked. The demand was also picked randomly from the following ranges: nrt-VBR: 9.6 -155 Kbit/s, CBR: a rate was picked from a discrete set of standard ISDN and B-ISDN rates (16, 64, 144, 384, 1488, 1536, 1544, 1920, 3152, 44 736, 274 176 all in kbps) rt-VBR: 9.6-3100 Kbit/s. The ranges were selected based on the rates of typical applications intended for these categories. A MMPP model was used for generating the nrt-VBR traffic, a Poisson model for creating the rt-VBR traffic and a deterministic model for generating CBR traffic.
After the VC's were set up, link 2-4 was failed. On average the link failure caused approximately 6% of the VC's to be disrupted. The time to detect the failure at node 4 and notify the source nodes was set to a constant of 1 s. The Route Selection time was set to a constant of 250 ms per VC as in Ref. [20] . Note that a constant route selection time is not realistic for schemes 3 and 4 since we solve the optimization problem to find new paths. For each of the four schemes studied we calculated: the amount of demand restored, the number of VCs blocked, the outage time, and the number of cells lost. The results were then grouped by service category and averaged over the 10 experiments. The numerical results are summarized in Tables 4 and 5 for the LITE and HEAVY network load cases, respectively.
The LITE load case results in Table 4 show that the priority scheme ( 117. Since these cells need retransmission the reduction will significantly improve network performance after the failure in terms of the transient congestion. Also, since the number of cells lost calculated here is a lower bound the effect of giving priority to nrt-VBR traffic would be even more pronounced in a real network. The CBR connections experience a slightly better performance when using the priority scheme: the outage time is nearly identical, and the number of cells lost is reduced by 20% from 3279 to 2614. These are normally not retransmitted. The performance gain for nrt-VBR and CBR traffic is at the cost of increasing the average outage time per VC for rt-VBR VCs by 40% from 0.53 to 0.74, and increasing the number of cells lost by 33% from 1796 to 2387. These cells are normally not retransmitted. Note that for the LITE load scenario sufficient spare capacity exists in the network such that no VCs are blocked. In comparing the Prioritized column with the Optimum pr. cat and Optimum all cat columns we see that the numbers reported are nearly identical. The main reason for this is, at light loads the solution of the optimization problem differs little from the paths selected by the proposed distributed priority scheme of Table 2 .
For the lightly loaded network scenario all disrupted VCs were restored, while for a heavy loaded network scenario some VCs were restored and some were blocked. Thus the analysis of the results given in Table 5 for the heavy load scenario is more complex. Both the outage time and the number of lost cells must be considered in light of the amount of demand restored and the number of VCs blocked. First, let us look at the nrt-VBR results in column 1 and 2 of Table 5 for random and prioritized restoration, respectively. The average outage time per VC is reduced by approximately 30% from 6.5 to 3.4 s. The average number of cells lost per VC is reduced by 15% from 6306 to 3805 cells. These cells need retransmission, and in a heavy loaded network this may cause the switch buffers along the new paths to overflow, causing a large number of additional cells in need of being retransmitted. As in the LITE load situation the number of cells lost calculated here is a lower bound so the effect of giving priority to nrt-VBR traffic would be even more pronounced in a real network. Note that the gain in performance for nrt-VBR performance is even better than indicated by the outage time and cells lost parameters. This is found by looking at the number of VCs blocked and amount of demand restored. By using the priority scheme the percentage of demand restored is increased by 9.2% from 24.3 to 33.5. The percentage of VCs blocked is reduced by 10.2% from 67.9 to 57.7.
For CBR traffic the performance results are approximately the same for the Random and Prioritized situations. The rt-VBR connections being restored third suffer by a reduced performance for all four parameters for the priority scheme in comparison with the random scheme. Considering at the results from the optimum cases for HEAVY load the first observation is that the results for the two situations are nearly identical. This is explained by two factors; first, the cost range of MH and MD overlap, but only for a small part of the range of MD. Consequently the results for solving the categories separately versus jointly should be nearly equal. Also this is in part due to the network loading, while the number of generated VCs is equal for each service category (33.3% of each), the demand varies for each category, causing a small percentage of the demand to be for nrt-VBR VCs (0.4%), a large amount is for CBR traffic (83.3%), and a small amount for rt-VBR traffic (6.3%). Thus the capacity allocation is mostly controlled by the CBR connections, causing the routing in the two situations to be nearly the same. Now we compare the results of the two centralized optimization benchmark schemes 3 and 4 with the results from the proposed distributed priority scheme 2. We see that a centralized optimization based scheme results in significantly higher utilization of link capacity. For nrt-VBR connections approximately 9% more demand is restored, and 7% fewer VCs are blocked. We see that this comes at a cost of 35% increase of outage time and 65% increase of cells lost. For CBR and rt-VBR the performance is approximately the same for the distributed priority situation and the centralized situations.
Additional numerical results, illustrating similar behavior (including ABR traffic) is given in Refs. [13, 21] . From our numerical results one can see that a priority scheme for traffic restoration after failures improves network performance. Furthermore it was seen that under heavy load conditions when VC call blocking occurs during restoration, there is a trade-off between the call blocking and the amount of demand restored which in turn results in a trade-off between outage time and cells lost. Note that in a real network each source node might have hundreds or thousands of disrupted VC connections to restore. Thus the number of lost cells will be more significant indicating that congestion will be an important issue. For these situations it generally may not be possible to restore all nrt-VBR connections and still satisfy the recommended restoration time constraints on the CBR and rt-VBR connections. Therefore it might be better to use a scheduling scheme to give a time slot to each category. For example, using the principle of weighted fair queueing common in processor sharing algorithms, the time spent for each category can be set proportional to the number of disrupted VCs in the category. This is currently under study.
Summary
In this paper we presented a new distributed scheme for prioritized restoration of virtual circuits in QoS based wide area networks. Specifically the scheme gives highest priority to applications requiring short response time, low packet loss, and retransmission of lost packets. Second and third priority is given to real-time applications that do not retransmit lost cells, and among these, applications requesting constant bit rate service are given priority over applications requesting statistical guarantees on sustainable bit rate and maximum burst size. Other applications that can adapt to feedback from the network are given lowest priority.
As a benchmark for comparison with our distributed priority scheme we formulated the restoration problem as an integer programming optimization problem. The problem was first solved separately for each service category assuming fixed priorities among categories, then the problem was solved for all connections in all categories with relative priorities among categories. The relative priorities were imposed by assigning a suitable routing scheme together with a weight factor for path costs for each scheme and a rejection cost for each connection and each category.
The effect of using the prioritized restoration scheme was explored for two workload situations under centralized and distributed control. When comparing the proposed priority scheme and the default random scheme under distributed control, we find that the priority scheme outperforms the random scheme for all metrics for both lite and heavy workloads.
When comparing the proposed priority scheme and the centralized optimization based scheme for lite load situations we find that the schemes have practically the same performance since for lite load since the spare resources in the network are plentiful. In heavy load situations the optimization based scheme performs better than the distributed scheme regarding both amount of demand restored and number of connections restored. However, this comes at the cost of extended outage time and higher loss ratio for high priority connections. Thus there is a trade-off between the metrics. We see that if we could improve the distributed scheme regarding demand restored and number of connections restored we will increase connection outage time and loss ratio.
